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Mechanism of Onset of Keyhole Depth Fluctuations at Beam 
Welding Processes 

Andrey A. Vasilyev, Vladimir A. Erofeev, Vladislav A. Sudnik  

 

The mechanisms of the beginning of depth oscillations of the vapour-gas channel are examined in 
beam welding. It is assumed that the reasons of the root peaks are the evaporation and condensation 
of metal vapour in the channel. To test this assumption, a system of the non-stationary equations of 
energy and balance of pressure at the channel surfaces has been solved. The channel configuration is 
determined by the boiling temperature isotherm. The heat, spent for the production of the vapour, 
defined as the difference between the beam power and the heat sink power in metal. The heat 
distribution along the channel length is determined by the temperature difference between the actual 
value at a given point of the channel and the value required to maintain the pressure equilibrium. 
Solving this system of equations shows that the periodic collapse of the channel occurs in its neck 
when the pressure therein vanishes, and the vapour from the bottom of the whole channel completely 
condenses at its walls. 

Механизъм на началото на флуктуациите на дълбочината на кратера при заваръчни 
лъчеви процеси (А. А. Василев, В. А. Ерофеев, В. А. Судник). Изследвани са механизмите на 
започване на колебания на газопаровия канал при лъчево заваряване. Прието е, че причината за 
остриета в корена на шева са изпарението и кондензацията на металните пари в кратера. За 
проверка на това допускане е решена една система от нестационарни уравнения за енергията 
и баланса  на наляганията  при повърхността на канала. Конфигурацията на канала се 
определя от изотермата на температурата на кипене. Топлината, изразходвана за изпарение, 
се определя като разлика между мощността на лъча и мощността на топлопредаване в 
метала. Топлоразпределението по дължината на канала е определена от температурната 
разлика между действителната стойност в дадена  точка от канала и стойността, 
необходима да поддържа равновесие на налягането. Решавайки тази система от уравнения 
можем да видим, че периодични колапси на канала се получават в нейното гърло, когато 
налягането там изчезва и порите от дъното на канала изцяло кондензират на неговите 
стени.  

 

Introduction 
The typical defects of beam welding methods are 

root peaks of the penetration depth (spikes) and voids, 
Fig. 1. The occurrence of these voids is explained by 
repetitive processes leading to a periodic collapse of 
the neck portion of the vapor-gas channel (keyhole) 
[1]. Fig. 1 shows a metallographic section* of the 
seam end with a linear reduction of the beam current 
in the electron beam welding (EBW) of alpha titanium 
alloy Ti 6-2-4-2, which shows the independence of 
root defects from the input power. 
 

*The contract between MTU Aero Engines, Munich, Germany 
and Tula State University, Russia, 1999-2000. 

 
Fig. 1. Spikes in the titanium alloy Ti 6-2-4-2 weld 

The first self-consistent model by Kroos et al. [2], 
taking into account the interaction of some 
phenomena of the process, such as non-equilibrium 
evaporation and the pressure balance components at 
the keyhole wall, allows for the calculation of the 
shape and size of the channel, as well as the 
temperature and pressure inside. Sudnik et al. [3] 
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improved the Kroos's model and for the first time 
calculated the process efficiency of process efficiency 
of energy absorption  on the basis of the fundamental 
principles of radiation absorption and energy loss. 
Kaplan et al. [4] proposed an analytical model of 
keyhole collapse during pulsed laser welding, his 
calculations were compared with the results of X-ray 
transmission microscopy during irradiation of the 
liquid zinc. A good agreement between  theoretically  
and experimentally  received channel allowed the 
authors to propose a process model that takes into 
account re-condensation during rapid cooling by gas 
flow in the channel during the pause. Krivtsun et al. 
[5] developed a self-consistent mathematical models 
of evaporation processes of metal, surface 
condensation and gas dynamics of the metal vapour in 
the keyhole which is formed in melted metal during 
laser welding with a deep penetration and investigated 
the influence of gas-dynamic processes on the state of 
vapour in the channel, its pressure at the wall of the 
channel and heat transfer in the melt pool through the 
evaporation and condensation processes at its free 
surface. The authors have shown that there is a 
positive heat flux areas at the channel wall (heating 
due to surface condensation vapour and released while 
bond energy of atoms in the melt), and areas where 
the vapour carries energy (cooling the melt surface 
due to evaporation). Turichin et al. [6] have developed 
an analytical dynamic model for laser and hybrid 
welding taking into account the keyhole collapse. This 
model is based on variation principles and a 
formalism of the Lagrange mechanics. The authors 
have reduced the model to a system of the ordinary 
differential equations. They have shown that the 
unstable behavior of the channel during welding fiber 
laser is connected with the beam radius size and 
intensity distribution. Erofeev [7] has developed a 
simplified model of the channel collapse during EBW 
in which the penetration depth and channel formation 
was determined by the equality values of channel 
temperature boiling point volatile component of the 
alloy. The solution of the equations of the model had a 
relatively oscillatory nature for the channel depth, but 
because of the high frequency oscillations and thermal 
inertia of the process, temperature field outside of the 
weld pool during the oscillation period did not change. 
An agreement between the calculated cross-sectional 
profiles and seam macrosections achieved by the 
introduction of calibration coefficients to account for 
the effect of stirring of the melt and data errors for 
boiling temperature. These coefficients are defined for 
a concrete alloy during the comparison of calculated 
and experimental values for the joint width and 

penetration depth. Experimental observations of the 
formation of spikes show that they are in the range of 
frequencies from a few Hz [8] to a few kHz [9]. 

However, these models are rather complicated and 
are not adequately addressed the contribution of 
condensation. In this paper, a simplified model of the 
formation the channel and its collapse is presented. 

Physical phenomena 
The ultimate aim of physical and mathematical 

modelling is to make a system of equations which will 
allow for analysing the processes of evaporation and 
condensation in the beam welding methods. This 
system of equations describes the most significant 
physical processes linking penetration depth with the 
technological parameters. 

The beam interacts with the metal surface and 
deepens, Fig. 2a. The beam energy causes intense 
evaporation at the keyhole bottom, and forms vapour 
flow V, Fig. 2b. The recoil pressure of vapour creates 
pressure on the liquid metal. The beam gradually 
deepens, forming a keyhole, Fig. 2b. Part of the heat is 
absorbed by the metal, another is spent on 
evaporation. The keyhole sidewalls are held by the 
pressure of the vapour flow from its bottom Pv, Fig. 2, 
c. The keyhole walls cool down by a heat sink into the 
metal. 

Vapor flow prevents cooling as the vapour 
condenses at the surface of the channel walls. While 
the thermal energy of the vapor flow is sufficient to 
maintain the wall temperature at a temperature at 
which the partial vapor pressure together with the 
reactive vapor recoil pressure is sufficient to 
counteract the forces of constriction the channel, the 
latter is stable and deepens into the metal. The vapor 
quantity exiting in the channel decreases as the 
channel deepens, because an increasing portion of this 
vapor condensed on the side surface of the channel. 

At the moment at which the vapour flow has been 
completely absorbed by the keyholes wall, the vapour 
pressure in the keyhole neck disappears. The 
resistance to capillary forces disappears and they close 
the entrance to the keyhole, Fig. 2. Beam action on a 
keyhole bottom stops, evaporation at the keyhole 
bottom disappears. In the lower part of the keyhole 
remains a gas cavity if the metal cools down to the 
melting temperature earlier than the force of capillary 
pressure of the keyhole’s wall fills it with the melt. In 
this case defect in the form of a root pore is formed, 
Fig. 2. The repeated deepening of the beam and 
melting of the metal can fill the formed cavity. It 
depends on the welding speed and the period of 
oscillation of the keyhole depth. 
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Fig. 2. Keyhole formation stages during beam welding 

process (a-e) according Erofeev [7]. 

Evaporation processes are characterized by the 
distribution of power in the beam keyhole Pb, Fig. 3a, 
and which is released on its bottom. The part Pvap(z) 
of this power is transferred  by vapour and absorbed 
by keyholes wall. Unabsorbed vapour power Pext 
taken out from the keyhole. If the power of the whole 
vapour flow will be absorbed by the keyhole walls, 
Fig. 3b and disappear vapour pressure in the inlet 
channel, the surface tension will constrict the neck. 
Beam power in collapsing rapidly redistributed from 
the keyhole bottom Pbb at its neck Pbn. Despite this 
redistribution keyhole will snap due to the inertia of 
the melt. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Power distribution in a keyhole: (а) stable and (b) 

unstable keyhole. 

Mathematical model  
Due to a small radius of the keyhole with its 

considerable length, it is permissible to consider a 
cylinder of radius rc with its end in the form of a 
hemisphere, and the neck of a toroidal shape with the 
radii that equal to the weld pool width Zr and the 
difference Zr – rc. The above mentioned physical 
processes are considered by development of 
mathematical model of the weld formation. A feature 
of high-temperature laser technological processes is 
an interaction of the various physical phenomena 
proceeding in the heterogeneous environment. The 

structure of this environment should be defined as a 
result of the solution of the model equations. The 
structure of the space for modelling is described by a 
discrete function, indicating the points of space 
identity to one or another area, where the medium has 
certain properties. Using a Cartesian coordinate 
system x, y, z with the centre at the intersection of the 
beam axis with the surface of welded sheet which 
moves along the x-axis with a welding speed

w
ν .  

Energy equation 
At all points of modelling state of a substance is 

determined enthalpy calculated solution of non-
stationary energy conservation equation: 
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where H is the volumetric enthalpy, t is the time, T is 
the temperature, λ(T) is the temperature-dependent 
thermal conductivity, Q(z) is the function describing 
the volume distribution of the beam power and vapour 
per volume keyhole along its length z.  

Relationship between enthalpy and temperature is 

given by: 
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where Lψ is the fraction of the liquid phase, vψ is the 
fraction of the vapor phase, C is the volumetric heat 
capacity, HL and HV are the melting heat and the 
vaporization heat.  

Initial conditions: 
(3) 0),,( TzyxT = 0, =t  

Boundary conditions.  
At the top and bottom surfaces radiating heat 

transfer is considered as 

(4) ),TT(T 4
0
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where ε is the surface radiation emissivity, σ0 is the 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and S is the sheet 
thickness.  

In infinite is set 

(5) :, ∞=±∞= yx , 0TT =
The source Q(z) describes the absorption of the 

beam power at the keyhole bottom  
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the power consumption of a beam on production of 
the vapour: 
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and the power distribution vapour flow PV(z) along 
the keyhole in order to maintain its equilibrium 
surface 
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where Hk is the metal enthalpy at which the 
equilibrium the vapor pressure provides the keyhole 
and Hc is the actual value of the enthalpy at the depth 
z. 

Power of vapor heat is transferred keyhole walls at 
metal vapor condensation, which expires from the 
bottom keyhole. As it moves from the bottom to the 
keyhole neck, power vapor flow decreases. 
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Therefore, it follows from the keyhole flow vapor 
thermal power is significantly less than the power 
vapor flow to the bottom of it. Thus, the heat source is 
described by dependence: 
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Equation of motion 
According to this hypothesis, keyhole collapses 

into the neck when the vapor heat liberated at the 
keyhole bottom, is insufficient to maintain the 
temperature of the walls, providing a vapor pressure 
equal to the sum of a capillary pressure and gravity. 
Vapor pressure is determined by the surface 
temperature of the keyhole, capillary - curvature 
radius of the surface keyhole, gravity - the depth of 
the arrangement. The internal pressure in the melt is 
neglected because of the small volume keyhole 
compared with the weld pool. 

The loss of stability moment determined by the 
condition 0)( == rV Zzq , i.e. corresponds to the 
disappearance of vapor flow in the keyhole the neck, 
Fig. 3b. After stability loss process starts collapsing 
keyhole in his neck. Decrease of keyhole diameter in a 
neck is defined by the solution of the equation of 
metal movement under the action of capillary and 
gravitational pressures 

(11) g
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where σ is the surface tension for the pair melt - 
vapour at a surface temperature keyhole Tc,, ρ is the 
melt density and zr is the depth of the keyhole neck. 

At the moment of vapour flow disappearance: 

00 ==
dt

dr
;t c . 

The duration tc of the keyhole collapse is 
determined by the condition

 
0)( =
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Thermophysical properties of the alloy 
The simulation was carried out for titanium alloy 

Ti 6-2-4-2, Ts = 1230 °C and TL = 1575 °C, other 
thermal properties are taken from Ref. [10]. The 
temperature and enthalpy are connected piecewise-
linear function T(H), Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Enthalpy and thermal conductivity coefficient vs. 

temperature for titanium alloy Ti 6-2-4-2. 

Numerical solution 
At the computer simulation of a space is artificial 

limited up to the parallelepiped shape. The dimensions 
of the simulation area and the center position 
coordinates therein are based on a preliminary 
calculation of the size of the high temperature zone 
where the temperature exceeds the melting point of 
0.2. The heat conduction equation solved by finite 
difference method for 3-D uniform grid with a step of 
0.25 beam diameter. The time step has been chosen on 
a physical condition of inadmissibility of phase 
change in metal volume for one step of a grid. 

At the initial stage is accepted that metal is cold, a 
keyhole is absent, and beam power is allocated in 
superficial control volume. In the time cycle 
calculated the enthalpy and the temperature at the 
grid. Then, the channel defined by the nodes, wherein 
the temperature is more than the boiling point. Power 
is determined from the bottom vapor flow channel, 
which is then redistributed to control volumes along 
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its length, starting from the bottom. If this power is 
enough for all the nodes that lie in the beam path, the 
simulation cycle continues, during which deepens 
keyhole. If not, then simulated keyhole collapse, i.e. 
keyhole depth is taken equal to zero and starts the next 
cycle simulation of penetration of the beam. 

Solution results  
The process of the keyhole forming and weld pool 

during EBW for sheet thickness of 12 mm at the 
accelerating voltage of 140 kV and the current of 14.5 
mA, beam diameter of 0, 75 mm, and welding speed 
of 1 cm/s has been reproduced, Fig. 6. Maximum 
keyhole depth reached 10.3 mm. The wall temperature 
was 2815 °C, and the bottom - 2904 °C. Excess vapor 
pressure at the bottom was 0.3 N/cm2, or ~ 3% above 
ambient pressure. 

 
Fig. 6. Temperature distribution in the longitudinal section 
(a), on the sheet surface (b) and in the beam action plane 

(c). 

The numerical solution has shown that process has 
oscillatory character, at which keyhole depth 
continuously changes, Fig. 7a. This process passes 
after a while in the steady-state condition at which the 
oscillation amplitude of keyhole depth is stabilised. In 
the period of oscillation power of vaporization at the 
bottom of the keyhole changes slightly. The power 
flow effluent vapour changes from a maximum equal 
to the number of the resulting vapour to zero at the 
time of collapse, Fig. 7b. Keyhole depth varies 
periodically, Fig. 8. 

The keyhole collapse modelling by the equation 
(11) has shown that the radius of his neck at the 
collapse beginning changes slowly, but by the end is 
strongly accelerated, Fig. 9. 

The collapse time is comparable with the beam 
penetration duration into the metal and the channel 
formation. For this reason, the beam penetrates into 
the keyhole for a long time after the collapse 
beginning, which provides the depth of penetration 

greater than would be expected from the equilibrium 
state. 

 
Fig. 7. Change of the keyhole depth zc and the weld pool 

depth zl, vapour power flow at the keyhole bottom Pvap and 
at the keyhole exit Pext. 

 

   

 
Fig. 8. Longitudinal sections of the keyhole and the weld 

pool in the timing t1 (a), t2 (b) and t3 (c), and also the same 
with spikes (d): 1 - the base metal, 2 – the melt, 3 – the weld 
metal of single melting, 4 – weld metal of periodic melting. 

 
Fig. 9. Keyhole neck radius after vapour flow 

disappearance at the welding of titanium alloy Ti 6-2-4-2. 

It follows that the beam penetration depth into the 
metal is partly determined by hydrodynamic 
phenomena in weld pool. Oscillations in channel 
depth periodically change the depth weld pool and the 
weld root metal periodically melts and crystallizes, 
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Fig. 8. The emergence voids most likely in this area. 
This allows estimating the probability of occurrence 
of voids in thickness of this zone of periodic melting. 

Modelling adequacy  
Determine the frequency of oscillation can be 

keyhole on longitudinal metallographic section, Fig. 1. 
This is tentatively tens Hz. The calculated frequency 
is of the data in Fig. 8 of 15 Hz. These values 
correspond to the lower values given in the literature 
[8]. 

Conclusion 
The offered model gives understanding of the main 

reason for beginning of the keyhole depth instability, 
but needs addition for the accounting of some physical 
phenomena in a channel, in particular redistributions 
of some fraction of beam power on the melting front 
at beam movement with a welding speed, the 
scattering of the beam energy in metal vapour, as well 
as improve the model of the collapse of the neck 
canal. 

Summary 
1. The hypothesis about the reasons of emergence 

oscillations of depth keyhole is offered at beam 
welding methods according to which the periodic 
keyhole collapse arises during the moment when all 
vapour evaporating from a keyhole bottom, fully 
condenses on its walls. 

2. The physical and mathematical model of 
keyhole formation is developed at the beam welding 
processes, considering evaporation processes and 
metal vapour condensations in the keyhole. 

3. The numerical modelling of evaporation 
processes and a metal vapour condensation in the 
keyhole has confirmed emergence of periodic 
oscillations of keyhole depth according to the offered 
hypothesis. 

4. It is shown that the offered model gives 
understanding of the possible reason of emergence of 
instability of the keyhole depth and the weld pool. 
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